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School is something most kids don’t like. I don’t know why they don’t like it though, you
get to see your friends, and at times the work can be fun. Plus it’s better that sitting around all
day.
My favorite subject in school is either, Science or Writing. In Science I love learning
about things like space, and in writing I like to freewrite, because one day I hope to become
an author. Even though I like to write, I DON’T like reading my stories out loud, for 2 reasons.
1. I don’t like reading out loud, nor am I good at reading out loud 2. I’m afraid of reading out
loud. Why? I just don’t like what people may say about by writing afterwards. Wait… if I don’t
like people judging stuff I write… how am I going to be an author… Oh well.

My least favorite subject (currently) is Math. Math used to be fun, but now it’s either
boring or too hard. Most of the time it’s just boring, since I tend to pick up on things pretty fast.

My favorite special is music. Okay so I know what you’re probably thinking, “What?!
You LIKE music?? How could anyone LIKE music?! All you do is sit there and sing boring
songs!” No. I happen to enjoy music. If being an author doesn’t work out I want to be a singer.
Even though I do like music, I don’t really like being in chorus. It is fun and all, but it takes
away lunch and recess time.

My least favorite special would be gym. I know you’re probably spazzing out again,
and saying. “ I thought it was bad enough that you liked music! Now you don’t like gym? What
is wrong with you!?” I like gym, it just isn’t my type of special, I’m not an athletic person. I used
to play soccer, but I quit since I found it hard to breath when I ran.

One thing that I really love about school is lunch/recess. You get to talk with friends at
your table at lunch, and get to talk with other friends (or maybe the same friends) at recess.
During lunch I normally talk to Brooke and a couple of my other friends about TV shows,
books, what I did over the weekend, and a couple of other things. During recess I normally
hang out with Brooke, talk to Jamie, or play with my friend Cat.

I know that school can be boring or hard at times, but the work honestly can be fun.
That is if you have an optimistic mind… Pessimist or not there has to be something good
about school though. Whether its being with friends, a favorite class, a favorite teacher, ect.

